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DISCLAIMER

The material in this whitepaper is not comprehensive or all-inclusive and is not intended
to create or implement any agreements. This whitepaper's main goal is to provide

information about Aptostarter. Analyze the project and make an informed judgment
before investing in this Aptostarter launchpad. Before purchasing the Aptostarter token,
we strongly advise you to carefully read this whitepaper and all related materials. You

might even hire professionals to assist you with your research.
 

Certain statements, estimates, and financial information in this whitepaper are forward-
looking statements that are based on and take into account certain known and unknown
contingencies and risks that, in the event of an occurrence, could cause the estimated

results or results to differ factually and substantially from the featured estimates or results
extrapolated or expressed in such forward-looking statements herewith.
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Since the inception of blockchain technology more than a decade ago, cryptocurrencies
and their applications have been among the leading topics in the tech and finance
industries. Despite suffering various setbacks, such as the December 2017 fever pitch,
cryptocurrencies have continued to attract attention from investors across the globe. This
attention has seen some of the leading coins increase their value by more than 200
percent in the past year, with some registering astounding value growth of more than
7000 percent. Besides value growth, the number of participants in the crypto market is
growing.  According to Statista, between 2018 and 2020, the number of crypto users
increased from 35 million to 101 million, representing a 188 percent growth. Based on
these statistics, it is apparent the crypto field is growing relatively fast. However, industry
experts have termed this growth unsustainable due to various weaknesses in current
crypto platforms.

MARKET OVERVIEW
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The Aptostarter platform is a decentralized IDO launchpad on the Aptos blockchain.
Aptostarter is built to power next-gen Web 3.0 Economy.

A launchpad is a platform that is designed specifically for launching new coins and, NFT
projects backed by blockchain ideas and raising liquidity. Launchpads help investors
discover early-stage crypto projects before they enter the mainstream market.

Over the years, launchpads have relied upon human verification systems to determine
which projects or tokens to launch but with the advancement of the blockchain and smart
contracts, new launchpads are now choosing a different and more decentralized
approach by building trustless systems through smart contracts that work together to
enhance the experience of token management for businesses.

INTRODUCTION

Aptostarter is an Aptos-based Agnostic Decentralized Launchpad  and
project incubator providing early-stage projects access to crowdfunding.
Aptostarter is on a mission to provide a transparent, fair, safe and accessible
IDO services on Aptos and give more utility to $APST Token.

MISSION STATEMENT
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WHY APTOS BLOCKCHAIN?

Aptos blockchain is designed with scalability, safety, reliability, and upgradeability as key
principles.

The Aptos blockchain has been in development over the past three years by dozens of
developers across the globe. It offers a new and novel innovations in consensus, smart
contract design, system security, performance, and decentralization.

The Aptos blockchain natively integrates and internally uses the Move language for fast
and secure transaction execution. The Move prover, a formal verifier for smart contracts
written in the Move language, provides additional safeguards for contract invariants and
behavior. This focus on security allows developers to better protect their software from
malicious entities. 

Also the Aptos data model enables flexible key management and hybrid custodial
options. This, alongside transaction transparency prior to signing and practical light client
protocols, provides a safer and more trustworthy user experience.

To achieve high throughput and low latency, the Aptos blockchain leverages a pipelined
and modular approach for the key stages of transaction processing. Specifically,
transaction dissemination, block metadata ordering, parallel transaction execution, batch
storage, and ledger certification all operate concurrently. This approach fully leverages all
available physical resources, improves hardware efficiency, and enables highly parallel
execution. 
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Fair token launch
Aptostarter will provide users a friendly platform to seamlessly
access to credible IDOs on Aptos with guaranteed allocation
to $APST Token Holders.

Project Incubation
Aptostarter helps blockchain entrepreneurs with expert guidance on
launch readiness, strategy implementation, and access to multiple
strategic partnerships.

$APST Token
$APST token holders will get guaranteed IDO allocations.
Earn rewards by staking $APST tokens and get exclusive
loyalty rewards for participating in IDOs.

Aggressive Marketing for project launching on our platform

IDO Launchpad
Community funding portal to power the Aptos digital economy. As a
Founder, you can utilize Aptostarter to launch your idea.

APTOSTARTER LAUNCHPAD FEATURES
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Users can earn higher APR to offset the risk.

 

Earn  up to 120%APY on staking your Aptostarter token for one year.

Staking is less resource-intensive. 

Staking can be an easy way to grow holdings. 

There are many benefits and rewards to staking. Here are some of the most prominent:
You can earn additional tokens. 

Aptos offer a host of services aimed at delivering safe, reliable staking rewards.

Aptos’s infrastructure is architected and deployed to prioritize the security and resilience
of our clients’ staked assets. Our industry-leading slashing coverage also protects against
missed rewards and slashing.

Our Prime dashboard provides detailed rewards and position reporting across multiple
assets and allows seamless portfolio management including simple delegation and
undelegation.

Staking can be a good way for the investors to put their holdings to work,
earning them interest and rewards. 

Plus, it can get the investors involved in the governance and validation side
of blockchain networks, which may be something of interest to certain
investors.

Stakers get voting rights and participation.

APTOSTARTER STAKING
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AptostarterSwap built for secure and decentralized token swaps. The protocol uses
smart contracts developed by the Aptostarter Network team, written in the Move
language, and published on the Aptos mainnet.

Uncorrelated token swaps similar to Uniswap;

Stable swaps for correlated assets, using a different liquidity curve;

A DAO treasury that receives a part of every swap transaction fee;

Dynamic fees: managed by treasury multisig and DAO in the future.

High-speed thanks to Aptos' parallel transaction execution engine;

Formal verification is partially complete: full formal verification is coming in the future.

APTOSTARTER SWAP
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A network bridge is to interconnect networks & communities across the device
ecosystem. The current cross-chain landscape is complex with tooling that is not built for
the average user. At Network bridge we take a user-first approach in parallel to building
a highly secured and scalable infrastructure. We aim to build tools for real users and
empower others to do so. We believe cross-chain functionalities should be a necessity,
not a feature.

Cross Bridge for Payment
A noncustodial multichain
debit card linked to your

web 3 wallet

Token Bridge
Move native & non-native

assets cross-chain

Yields
Access low risk yield farms

across various chains

Cross Bridge Socket
Allows developers to enable

composable bridging function
into any dApp.

Cross NFT Bridge
Move non-fungible assets

cross-chain

NETWORK BRIDGE
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We've simplified the process so that all
Aptostarter token holders have the most
customized Launchpad experience - users only
need to hold a certain number of Aptostarter
tokens according to their respective tiers. When
a new project is launched on Aptostarter, users
only need to submit a whitelist wallet address
and allocations will be guaranteed based on the
number of Aptostarter tokens users hold.

Tokens in the round called Initial DEX Offering (IDO) will be issued in a fully autonomous
and decentralized manner using smart contracts. With Aptostarter, NFT or Non-NFT
projects will be able to raise liquidity cheaply and quickly. Users will be able to engage in
a secure, risk-adjusted environment as well as supercharge the next wave of crypto
projects on the Aptos network.

To ensure a fair distribution, users will be divided into different tiers according to the
number of Aptostarter tokens they hold, with higher tier holders having more rights to
participate in the first rounds and a larger allocation size. The project can be on a first-
come, first-served or lottery basis. Every project is different.

First-come, first-served (FCFS) Actual project sales will be on a first-come, first-served
(FCFS) basis for tiered whitelisted participants. For example, silver members can
participate in the Silver Round and subsequent rounds (Gold, Bronze, Public), and Silver
members can participate in the Silver Round and subsequent rounds (Bronze, Public).
IDO/IEO tokens so that all participants can easily obtain them without one party getting a
high percentage of the stock, preventing the system from being gamed and increasing the
value of Aptostarter tokens.

Lottery - Basic Allocation - Project sales themselves will be based on a lottery for
participants from a tiered whitelist. For example, the more Aptostarter tokens a user has,
the higher the level the user is allocated, the more lottery tickets the user can claim, the
higher the user is allocated.

APTOSTARTER TIERS

Guaranteed Whitelist

Aptostarter Tiers System

IDOs
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Aptostarter for the

People

Pave the Way to

Make it Easier

Stance Against

Aptostarter Platform

Fraud

Liquidity Locked

At Aptostarter, we believe in
the incredible work nonprofits
engage in all around the world.

Aptostarter is dedicated to
help people help others, and
the majority of fundraisers are
safe and legitimate on our
platform.

Aptostarter is dedicated to
help people help others, and
the majority of fundraisers are
safe and legitimate on our
platform.

One of the ways we consider
the long-term is by making
fundraising easier for anyone
in need.

THE PLAN



Before inaugurating the development of Aptostarter, we conducted a study to understand
some of the pertinent issues affecting cryptocurrency platforms and their users. The
research revealed that virtually all leading and even emerging crypto platforms are
vulnerable to a myriad of challenges that affect their adoption rates and long-term
success. Some of these challenges include;

Some cryptocurrency tokens are primarily designed to hold
virtual value on exchanges and crypto markets. Apart from being
invested in value creation programs such as staking and yield
farms, these coins do not have real-world usage. These tokens
are not champions of any novel change in society and do not
have utility. A good example of tokens without off-chain value is
meme coins. Although these coins are currently popular, their
long-term value is uncertain because they do not have real-world
value.

One of the motivating factors behind the invention of
cryptocurrencies was to create a cheaper payment platform.
Founders of the technology envisaged that by eliminating
intermediaries such as banks by fostering peer-to-peer
transactions, the cost of sending payments would abate.
Although this strategy worked in the early days of the
technology, as people using the platforms increased, the cost of
transactions also rose. Today, the average cost of transacting on
the leading platforms is $55. According to a report by Iris, about
37 percent of crypto users cite high transaction costs as a
significant challenge that should be addressed as soon as
possible.

WEAKNESSES IN CURRENT

CRYPTOCURRENCY PLATFORMS

Lack of real-world utility (off-chain value)

Exorbitant transaction costs
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Another reason crypto platforms were developed was to provide
a faster means of remitting payments. In the early days, this
objective seemed achieved. However, as digital currencies
proliferated communities, they began experiencing various
hitches that increased the time needed to confirm transactions.
For instance, crypto platforms became a favorite target for
cybercriminals necessitating extra security layers that increased
steps for authenticating and verifying transactions. Increased
users led to liquidity challenges – poor market liquidity causes
delays in initiating and processing transactions. Zip me observes
that some prominent cryptocurrency platforms impel their users
to wait for hours or even days before their transactions are
processed. Delays in executing transactions is the key reason
cryptocurrencies are not widely accepted in the traditional goods
and services market. Coin devaluation and environmental effect.

As aforementioned, most crypto coins are currently gaining
value. While this growth is admirable, experts in the crypto
industry have termed it fugacious. Most platforms in the industry
allow their users to create wealth through features such as yield
farming and mining. These techniques increase the number of
coins in the market hence compromising their value. Besides,
most traditional platforms use 'Proof of Work' systems that have
an adverse carbon print on the environment.

These are some of the key weaknesses in the current
cryptocurrency platforms. For the crypto market to increase its
penetration in the market and have sustained growth, these
issues must be addressed. Although some emerging platforms
are attempting to address these issues, they are not doing
enough. As a response to the study, the Africa Token was
developed.

Inordinate delays

Coin devaluation and environmental effect
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$APST depends on the Pancakeswap to operate. To ensure it has
enough liquidity in its marketplace, the platform is designed to
allow at least 75 percent of the tokens to be in active supply at the
marketplace. Furthermore, the platform will have a locked
incremental liquidity pool. On every transaction, 15 percent of the
transaction fee will be injected into the liquidity pool. This will
ensure the liquidity pool keeps increasing. A growing liquidity pool
prevents price slippages and pushes the price floor of the token
higher. Also, it addresses inordinate delays that stem from
inadequate liquidity.

Aptostarter is a fully decentralized community-owned cryptocurrency platform that aims to
transform the crypto industry by providing its users with an off-chain value and enabling
them to trade in a fast, affordable, and convenient environment. Besides providing
expediency, $APST intends to champion poverty eradication in the world by funding
programs that will help people in impoverished regions access basic human needs such
as water, healthcare, and education. The token will also help unify the business
environment by providing a common currency. To achieve this, $APST leverages a mix of
technologies and novel techniques backed by the best practices in the crypto industry.
Some of the defining features of $APST include;

APTOSTARTER TOKEN
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Security is a fundamental aspect of any cryptocurrency platform. 
 However, it is paramount security features do not interfere with
convenience. As a result, the platform leverages peer-reviewed
lightweight security protocols that can quickly authenticate users and
verify transactions. To guarantee the efficacy of these protocols,
they will be regularly audited to certify they are at par with the
required safety thresholds. As the system advances, new security
models like two-factor authentication will be included.

To protect $APST from devaluation, Aptostarter will not support
earning methods such as mining and farm yielding. Users of the
platform will mainly earn through staking. On each transaction, 2
percent of the transaction fee will be re-distributed to token holders.
The redistribution of staking awards will be conducted weekly.
Users' earnings from staking will be directly proportional to the
number of tokens they hold. 

Novel security features

Staking
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$APST was specifically developed to provide affordability in the
crypto industry. To achieve affordability, the platform will feature a flat
transaction fee of 10 percent. 15 percent of this fee will be injected
into the liquidity pool, 3 percent will be directed to the charity wallet,
and 2 percent will be re-distributed to token holders.

Transaction fee

Aptostarter Token, abbreviated as $APST, is a BEP-20 token built on
the Binance smart chain network. $APST is the native coin on the
$APST Token platform and will facilitate all transactions and
investments on the platform. Since the $APST platform is swift, the
Aptostarter will be usable in the traditional goods and services market.
Holders of the token will also have the privilege of influencing
decisions on the platform through a verifiable vote. The platform
employs a ‘proof of stake’ system hence it is environmentally friendly.

Aptostarter token is Staking on APTOS Chain.

Tokens



Token Name : ..............................................................................................  AptoStarter

Token Code : ...............................................................................................  $APST

Total Supply : ............................................................................................... 1,000,000$APST

TOKENOMICS

Token Distribution 
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Public IDO : 30%

Liquidity: 20%

Staking Rewards:
30%

Developments: 10%

Team: 5%
Airdrops: 5%
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PHASE 01

PHASE 02

PHASE 03

PHASE 04

ROADMAP

Whitepaper Release
Website Live
Teaam Formation
Binance Smart Chain Intigration
Token Contract on BEP-20 Chain
Community Gathering 

Launchpad Dapp on Binance
Smartchain
AptoStarter Token IDO Sale
Token Contract on BEP-20 Chain
Partnerships
Listing on pancakeswap

AptoStarter Token on APTOS Mainnet
BEP-20 To APTOS Bridging Live 
Massive Marketing
Staking on APTOS Chain
Launchpad on APTOS Chian
Swap Live on APTOS Chian

Partnerships With APTOS Projects
Multichain inigration
Rebase Contract Making on APTOS
Blockchain 
Listing on Cointiger
AptoStarter Grant
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Aiming to become the number one launchpad for new projects building on Aptos with a
mission to encourage new crypto projects to build on Aptos and grow what promises to
be one of the most promising blockchain ecosystems around by offering funding and
expertise to scale their ideas.

FINAL CONCLUSION
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